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The Uplands Housing Project is now well underway (see pictures below).  It will 
be approximately a 1-year build, with occupancy tentatively set for July 1, 2020.  
The service model will be developed in conjunction with the above project. 

BC Housing will be arranging a formal ceremony about this development in the 
near future—stay tuned for updates.   

 

 

At HBH 2.0 (Hammond Bay Home 2.0—the 
Duplex), renovations are underway with two 
young men set to move in by end of July.  A 
third young man will have a stand-alone     
resource developed for him.  
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PHASE ONE—Communications Implementation Plan (May to September 2019) 
 
Objectives for Phase One: 
NACL communications programs will be implemented through a phased approach that aligns timeline and budget set by the 
management of NACL, and by incorporating the recommendations set out in the ‘March 2019 Communications Audit.’ 
 
As the NACL communications function evolves, a variety of communications tools will provide an opportunity to communicate 
with, and hear from, a diverse range of audiences.  Communication and engagement initiatives can be tailored to meet audience 
needs while proactively considering potential issues and concerns that may arise throughout the launch of this role for NACL.  
 
STEP ONE—Launching: 

 
1.  Contract re Communications Coordinator: 
For the initial launch of the 2019 communications function, it is advisable for NACL to hire, on a short-term 
contract - a ‘Communications Coordinator’ to develop and oversee strategic communications planning and 
the administrative overview of activities and programs for launch of the communications function.  
 
These activities and programs will be initiated over the next four to five months, and will establish the 
ground work for permanent communications functions and eventual hiring of full-time staff for the        
organization. 
 

2.  Internal Appointment re Communications Content Liaison: 
It will be important to identify as soon as possible, an internal ‘point person’ to fill 
role of ‘Communications Content Liaison.’ 
 
In order to achieve success in the implementation of the website and social media 
re-vamp for an organization as large and diverse as NACL, this position will require 
a person who has NACL program knowledge as well as consideration of NACL’s 
culture - along with the writing skills that can adapt to realities of social media.  
 
 

We have contracted with Pat Bugera to oversee 
the next step of our implementation, which is 
outlined below. The work has already              
commenced and many of the components are 
well underway. 

Engagement Objectives: Hire key positions to establish communications functions that include:  website, social media,            
internal contact, strategic communications planning that includes engagement of key audiences 
through motivational messaging and selective communications methods. 

Timeframe: May/June/July 2019 

Engagement Level: High 
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 3.  NACL Website Revamp: 
• review web proposal(s) 
• hire web/graphic designer 
• coordinate with designer - revamp of website re photography 
• prepare with web designer website format and structure 
• strategy for quiet launch 
• provide a graphic standards to modernize/update of current logo application 
• contract web hosting and setup 
• arrange for website content copy 
 
4.  Social Media Engagement Process: 
• review social media proposal(s) 
• select social media contractor 
• coordinate social media contract for platform setup 
• activate and customize to NACL brand re platforms with updated graphics 
• develop the strategy for all social media quiet launch 
• confirm internal NACL source for copy 
• framework to monitor and review page analytics 
 
5.  Communications Strategic Planning: 
• Detailed objectives and goals, timelines and budget for each communication program 
• Develop key messaging for each key audience with objectives and anticipated outcomes 
• Included timelines and communications methods of delivery 

We are continuing to implement changes in regard to services provided at Actions Day Program.  These changes are 
reflective of feedback we received from persons served, their families, and staff.  

The next phase will be implemented as follows:  

• Two of the existing positions, currently Community Support Workers and filled temporarily – one at Life Long    
Learning and one at Actions – will be re-classified as Vocational Counselors, and have already been posted.  

 These positions will focus on delivering services that will develop and strengthen skill sets, in order to    
improve employability and independent living skills.  It is our vision that we will ultimately have a seamless 
service between Community Inclusion and Employment, as both are complimentary to each other and 
there is concern among persons served and their families about having to choose a service that may not 
meet all of their needs.   

 There are barriers to this, as current CLBC policy requires that a CLBC referral is required for every service 
stream.  This could be an issue, as we may have an individual who is job-ready who would then need to go 
back to CLBC for a referral to an employment program that may not be readily available.  We understand 
CLBC’s position on their need to control services to ensure an equitable distribution of available resources, 
but we also feel that fundamental change is required at all levels to create a new service that is relevant to 
a new generation of users.  We are currently in discussion with CLBC but will move forward under the    
current model in the meantime.  

• In addition to the above changes, Life Long Learning will move downtown from the old Hammond Bay Home to   
Actions, and the current Community Inclusion Manager job description is being updated to include the new         
Outreach Services, which will be attached to the new Uplands Housing Project starting next spring.  This position 
has already been posted, under the new title of Community Services Manager. 
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What’s NACL 

By:  Randy Humchitt 
Deputy Executive Director 

The last General Staff Meeting (open to all unionized NACL employees,    
whether casual, temporary, or permanent) was held on April 5, 2019.  We had 
a remarkable discussion about promoting and supporting healthy teams in 
NACL programs.  The group defined a healthy team as one that: has open 
communication with each other; is comfortable navigating difficulties with 
each other in a supportive way; resolves conflicts as they come up; has good 
boundaries with one another; and, is concerned with each other’s mental   
welfare.  

Some ideas for maintaining/enhancing healthy teams discussed were: 

• Promote team building days; 
• Provide opportunities to debrief (informally and formally with staff and 

managers); and 
• Training in communication, empathetic listening, self-care, and conflict 

resolution. 

This discussion is timely, because it is also a goal of the Occupational Health 
and Safety Committee to promote staff wellness (mental, physical, emotional) 
in NACL programs.  To that end, we will be researching workshops that might 
be available to us, and/or developing ShareVision training modules in these 
areas.  If you have any leads/suggestions, please give me a ring! 

The next General Staff Meeting will be held on Friday, August 9th from 1230–
1430 in the NACL Boardroom.  Please e-mail me any agenda items you may 
have at randy.humchitt@nanaimoacl.org.  

NACL has signed on to be a Vancouver Island participating organization in the 
2019/2020 CLBC “include Me! A Quality of Life Focus” project.  

“include Me! invites individuals to participate in a survey that measures quality of 
life from their perspective. The information gathered from this process is rolled 
up to provide us with data at the agency, regional, and provincial level. CLBC has 
chosen the phrase include Me! to describe the survey process as it reflects our 
commitment to ensuring that individuals play a central role in making decisions 
that impact their lives. The results provide valuable information with which we 
can begin to generate ideas, and consider areas in which we could make a      
positive difference in the lives of the individuals we serve.”  

– excerpt from the CLBC website. 

The survey is administered by self-advocates who are hired by CLBC.  They will conduct 1:1 interviews with NACL persons served 
throughout the fall.  NACL will partner on the project, and act as a facilitator to connect the surveyors to persons served and       
coordinate both the kick-off party and closing celebrations.  The kick-off party will be particularly exciting, because it will tie in 
with Community Living Month, and will feature an appearance by Dr. Robert Schalock (creator of the Quality of Life Framework) 
himself!    
 

More information on the include Me! Project can be found at the following link:   

https://www.communitylivingbc.ca/provincial-projects/include-me-a-quality-of-life-focus 
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By Robert K., Turner Connection Home 

...at Caspers Way Home! 

By:  Aidi Yang, Acting Senior Residence Worker 
       ...and Kelsey W., Person Served ☺ 

It’s been a great June start for Caspers Way Home. We kicked off summer by 
having a picnic and swimming at Westwood Lake.  Josh and Kelsey went to 
Operation Trackshoes in Victoria on June 8th.  They had a great time, and 
took lots of ribbons home!  At this moment, Kelsey is sitting next to me and 
helping to write this article.  He told me about their trip to Victoria—he did 
the high jump (bouncy) and threw balls...and had ribs, fries, and root beer 
for dinner at White Spot.  

All persons served at Caspers have a really tight relationship with their       
families, and we all work hard to keep it that way.  Edwin just had a great 
and successful visit with mom Trish, and Kelsey will spend Father’s Day with 
dad Bill...both in Campbell River.  Josh had been going home spend time 
with family every Sunday, since the beginning.  

Caspers started an organic vegetable garden.  Edwin and Josh helped with setting the garden 
up, by cleaning and removing weeds and branches.  Edwin also planted most of the plants in 
the garden.  A few tomatoes have sprouted!  We are looking forward to the harvest season. 

We are planning a trip to Cultus Lake WaterPark and Adventure Park this summer...maybe in 
August.  Everyone is welcome to join us!  ☺  

We have a birthday boy this month...Josh will turn 28 on June 26th!!! 
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By Angela Trimble, Senior Program Manager 

We are quickly approaching our awesome summer season, which I love the best! 

Picnics, beaches, sunshine, camping, etcetera.  There are many great plans being made and goals being accomplished.  Thank 

you for all you do each and every day to support each individual to be living their best lives! 

 

As most of you know, Rachel Trew is the successful applicant for the Permanent     

Program Manager position.  I trust she will continue her impeccable work at both   

Caspers Way Home and Turner Connection Home.  WELCOME, Rachel!  ☺ 

 

 

 

 

I hope to see many of you at the NACL picnic on FRIDAY, JUNE 28th!   

Have a safe and exciting summer! 

 

 

 

 

Jeraldine Marshall, Senior Residence Worker (SRW) at Kennedy Home is the      

successful Floating Program Manager.  Keeping up with our successorship plan, we 

are grateful to Jeraldine for her leadership abilities.  What I appreciate most about            

Jeraldine is her dedication to learning and adaptability.  I’ve had the pleasure of 

sharing an office with Jeraldine this past week while she covered Rachel Trew’s 

holiday time.  Jeraldine’s direct approach, calm demeanor, and organizational skills 

are welcome attributes to the Management Team.  CONGRATULATIONS, Jeraldine!  

☺ 



By:  Marlena Stewart, Executive Assistant 
Report 

What’s NACL 

Can you believe it’s almost July?  I certainly can’t—but I’m excited for what’s sure to be a busy summer season.  As always, things 
in NACL’s “HR universe” are always moving and shaking...and these past few months have been no exception!  First of all, let’s 
welcome the newest employees who joined our NACL family since our last report: 
 

JOY BROOKS (accidentally missed on the previous list—huge apologies!), DERRICK MOORE (who has since secured a position—
see below), RHONDA LUSSIER, and HANNAH JANG. 
 
In addition, we would like to officially welcome PHILLIP CLARK to our Admin Team as our new Assistant Accountant! 
 

Kudos also to these employees who obtained either temporary or permanent postings since the last Bulletin—at their current (or 
soon-to-be) status: 
 

• DERRICK MOORE – permanent part-time CSW, Actions Day Program 

• JAMIE TELFORD – permanent full-time SRW, Jingle Pot Home  

• RACHEL TREW – permanent full-time Program Manager, Admin 

• BECKY HANSON – temporary full-time Vocational Counsellor, Life Long Learning 

• SHERRY EISEL – permanent part-time CSW, Jingle Pot Home 

• ELIANA DION – permanent full-time CSW, Maxey Road Home 

• STACEY ANDERSON – permanent full-time CSW, Turner Connection Home 

• DONNA HUDON  – permanent part-time CSW, Jingle Pot Home 

• JERALDINE MARSHALL – temporary full-time Floating Program Manager, Admin 

• TANIS PEARSON – permanent full-time CSW, Kennedy Home 

• BRUCE WHITEHEAD – permanent full-time CSW, Jingle Pot Home 
 

Again, just to remind everyone of the definitions of the acronyms you see peppered 
throughout the Bulletin (and in our list above!): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have an absolutely WONDERFUL summer—and I’ll catch up with you again in           
September!  ☺ 

 

For more info, contact Marlena at (250) 741-0224, ext. 224. 

every second Tuesday of the month! ☺  

CSW = Community Support Worker 

SRW  = Senior Residence Worker 

PC1  = Program Coordinator 1 
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Who takes the time to de-stress after a long day at work, or a short one for that 
matter? 

We can’t help but see it everywhere—“How to take the stress out of your life in 
90 easy steps”—for $29.95, we can help relieve you of your stress and have you 
“better” in two days!  

The reality is, not too many of us take the time to practice wellness for            
ourselves.  We all hear about wellness...de-stressing...taking time for our mental 
health.  We can’t not hear about it.  It’s on our phones (which are never out of 
our hands), it’s on TV, it’s on the computer, Facebook...doctors preach it to us as 
well as friends and family, YouTube, etc. 

Wellness is a billion-dollar industry, but why are we not practicing improving our 
lives? 

For me, I say I don’t have time—but when I look at the time in my day and night 
that I stress about things I cannot control, there really are pockets of five or ten 
minutes that I could find a quiet place and give some thought to positive things 
or do some deep breathing.  “They say” this helps with your mental wellness and  
helps reduce stress.  I am committed to trying this, to see if it really works.  I know 
the “experts” say this works, so I am going to see for myself. 

What do YOU do to help de-stress or relax, for 
your mental health and wellness? 

Do you know that twice a week (Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1630-1730), NACL 
provides a FREE exercise class to employees?  Every second Tuesday of the 
month is a relaxation session—all are welcome! 

Also, if you are struggling with an issue or need some advice, LifeWorks is        
available to any NACL employee.  It is totally free and anonymous, and has a 
wealth of information for many issues.  If you don’t know about this, ask any 
Manager or Senior Residence Worker, and they can help get you info about it.  

Talk to a professional.  Most therapists and doctors are trained in a wide variety 
of emotional issues, and can offer advice on how to cope when we are at a loss of 
what to do.  

When at home, can you carve out an hour for yourself?  Taking care of yourself is 
not a luxury—it is an absolute necessity for caregivers. 

Is there an online support group you can belong to?  Something supportive that 
makes you feel safe. 

...continued on next page...  

Program Manager 
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Is there a space at your program that you can make into a wellness corner, a    
quiet spot on the deck or porch...an underutilized space in the yard?  This would 
be a great team project.  There are some super-enthusiastic and imaginative   
employees who can give some advice on how to achieve this! 

At Portsmouth Road Home, they are hanging yard art at the front of the house.  
There are a few flowers there, and a nice bench.  It is cool, calm, and relaxing...a 
quiet place to have a cup of tea and take a break for a few minutes. 

Smokers take the time to find a few minutes quite often during the day...they are 
quite disciplined in this.  I am not advocating smoking, but just the necessity of 
taking a few minutes for yourself to relax and to recharge is valuable. 

Start with easy de-stressing tricks.  Time to do meds at the program?  Close the 
door, and take 10 deep breaths.  

Go for a walk with an individual to the park, the waterfront, or even to the      
mailbox. 

Do some stretches—have individuals participate if they like.  We can all be more 
flexible (I know I need that!)... 

When was the last time you had a large glass of water?  

Talk with your colleagues and let them know you need a wellness break, and 
enjoy the glass of water or tea. 

It can be totally possible to carve out a little bit of self-care during the day or at 
night.  

What works for you?   

How are we supporting each other with our     
wellness needs...and what can we do to start 
making time for our wellness today?  
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...at Jingle Pot Home! 

By:  Jamie Telford, Senior Residence Worker 

The weather is finally getting nice, and all of us at Jingle Pot Home are enjoying the 
sunny days.  We have started planting flowers in our garden, and are going out for 
more walks in the sun or just sitting outside and watching the birds eat from our bird 
feeders.   

Plans for going on roadtrips out of town are in the works, and we are going to have our 
family BBQ in July.  Also, we are excited to start planning cultural meals once a month 
so that we can learn and experience different food from around the world.   

All of us at Jingle Pot wish everyone a happy summer! 
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Program 

 
As featured in... 

...in January 2019, here is Kristal Grace Harm, 

front and center, employing her twin passions for 

advocacy and politics on election night by joining 

Sheila Malcolmson in her win!  

Kristal is very passionate about bringing the      

concerns of individuals who live with disabilities 

to the forefront and is a very thoughtful,          

empathetic, and dynamic speaker. 

 

 

NACL Works! facilitated a work experience for Kristal with Ms. Malcolmson’s office when she was still a Member of Parliament 

(MP).  They appreciated her “professional manner,” and her resulting goal is employment in the clerical field. 

By:   Barb Barry, Person Centered Practices/Employment Services Manager 
         ...and Debra Buvyer, Kim Adam, and Fenella Lotzer, Employment Specialists 
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Program 

By:   Jennifer Carano, Community Inclusion Manager 
Day Program 

 

NACL was out in full force for the 30th Annual Milk Carton Races.  The races are 
put on by our friends at Nanaimo Supportive Lifestyles, and NACL has supported 
them as many times as we could throughout the years.  Alas, this year was          
special—as it’s the last year.    

NACL totally enjoyed the day, though!  The weather was perfect.  People were 
kind, and everyone had a smile.  From huge to small, there were boats of all 
kinds...plus groups and individual heats.  Our guys made out like bandits!!!  ☺  
From Brian Stevens winning and getting a trophy for the fastest boat, to Brenda 
and Liam also getting first in their heats...and Corry also with a 2nd place ribbon! 

Congratulations to all!!!  Everyone did amazing...so much fun!      

This is the last year they will be doing the milk carton races, but Nanaimo           
Supportive Lifestyles promises to replace this event with another exciting                  
experience next spring.  Can’t wait!  Thank you to Nanaimo Supportive Lifestyles 
for another great time...NACL’s Actions ROCKED IT!    
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By:  Brianna Otto, Senior Home Share Manager 

Hello sunshine, hello summer!!! 

I recently sent out an e-mail, explaining that we have decided to postpone our network meeting to September.  This decision 

was based on all the great things you are doing in this beautiful weather, and wanting attendance to be at an all-time high.  

We look forward to having some great speakers attending, to share information about community resources.  I will share 

more information as dates are secured! 

Below I would like to introduce Bob.  He is a perfect example of people in our home share program living their best lives and 

meeting goals.  Bob has always wanted to play hockey, and this year he gets to live out that dream from the support of 

some pretty amazing people and adaptive equipment!  ☺ 
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Program 

By:   Jennifer Carano, Community Inclusion Manager 

 We are having a blast at the three unique classes in Life Long Learning.  We have….  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this class, our key focus is food… healthy, yummy food for all seasons.  Confidence is building in each 
participant as we slice, dice, sauté, blend, mix, and bake.  This class is truly led by the participants, who 
agree on the selections of home-cooked meals (in preparation for those who will be living on their own).  
We are continually building confidence in leadership, as each person takes turn leading the group        
cooking/baking recipe, with the leader assigning tasks for each part of the group.  They are an amazing 
team, and have created many incredible dishes)! 

The other aspects that make for a well-balanced learning plate are budgeting, shopping, food safety, 
healthy eating, and goal setting...as well as building their confidence with getting to know the bus system 
with ease.  

This class is jam-packed full of fun and learning – all in one.  Wednesdays we have a “Morning 
Out,” where we go to Woodgrove Mall via the bus, as the participants choose ahead of time 
which leadership role they would like to take on our Wednesdays out—consisting of a “pace 
person,” “alarm timer,” “head hunter,” “leader,” and “shepherd.”  We venture out to shop 
for art and program supplies...and if there is extra time afterwards, they will treat themselves 
to a coffee or tea of choice. 

On the Thursday, the same participants zoom in on curriculum, which has been fine-tuned to 
each individual’s speed and interest level.  We focus on “Happy Healthy Habits,” numbers, 
counting, adding, subtracting, letters, sounds, spelling, and reading.  This group also enjoys 
Community Acts of Kindness, working outside doing yard work, and housecleaning to build on 
their skills, as well as creativity in the world of art—where we have made bird feeders, duct 
tape purses, and nature art with hot glue and candles, for a few examples. 

As the title suggests, we do learn about goal setting and risk management skills, and the 
rights and responsibilities that come along with the different goals and adventures being 
pursued.  We are also curious about cultures, which has recently been added to the 
menu—we have decided that instead of going to the other cultures, we will bring the rich 
cultural experience to us at R&R (the foods, traditions, and other unique qualities of each 
culture).   Sign language and creative arts are also some key factors to make this class an 
adventure of its own. 
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Accreditation Station 
By Peter Letts, Quality Assurance Manager 

 

Survey Says!  Spring is the time for us to get input from people we serve, their families and 

caregivers, staff, members, and stakeholders on how we’re doing!  All surveys are out and 

we’re slowly gathering responses...soon we’ll be processing all that information for our      

Performance Analysis and Outcomes Management Report. NACL definitely appreciates the 

feedback from everyone involved! 

 

 

 

 

Person Centered Planning initiatives have been going well, as Barb and I are now working with small groups of staff to fine-

tune PCP information in ShareVision and make sure each person’s goals are meaningful and connected to the plan. 

As we move through the summer, we’ll be keeping our eye on 2020—as that’s when our next CARF survey is!  By the fall, 

we’ll be in full preparation mode!  This time around we’ll be surveyed under both the Employment and Community Services 

Manual, as well as the Child and Youth Services Manual. 

Our Health and Safety initiatives are going full steam ahead, as we’ve now completed 

our Health and Safety procedures update, and developed the materials for our new 

Health and Safety and Emergency Procedures Manuals.  We’re planning to visit all the 

sites this fall to orientate everyone to the new procedures and manuals. 

We’ve also completed the Health and Safety Report for 2018-2019, and this will be 

posted on ShareVision in the next few weeks. 

At this point we’re feeling very confident in our Health and Safety systems, and expect 

to be able to apply for the WorkSafe Certificate of Recognition (CoR) program in the 

fall. 
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By Robert K., Turner Connection Home 

...at Turner Connection! 

By:  Doug Rollings, Community Support Worker 

June has been a busy month at Turner Connection Home.  Barb Carncross spent a couple of days in Langley.  She had been        
excitedly anticipating her sister’s wedding.  As well as attending the wedding, she danced, ate, and visited with relatives that she 
had not seen in 20 years.  She topped that off with a couple of days in a hotel and a visit to the Vancouver Zoo.  This was a very 
successful and fun trip for Barbie and her staff. 

Brian Nordstrom and Jack Lister went off to Vancouver to be in the audience for a taping of “The Price Is Right” at the River Rock 
Hotel.  They were eager to hear the words “COME ON DOWN!” as they brandished their NACL t-shirts while they were in the 
audience.  They  both enjoyed the experience and the overnight hotel stay. 

Special thanks for Turner staff for doing an outstanding job supporting our people!  
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By Lydia Canuel, Program Manager 

By:  Barb Barry,  
Person Centered Practices/ 

Employment Services Manager 

Amanda, Randy and I just completed our second of the year, 2-day Person Centered Thinking skills training.  Again, a thoughtful 

group...discovering ways to listen, gather information, and organize it into a meaningful Person Centered Plan.  Randy and         

Amanda have been working hard towards becoming certified trainers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We continue to host four training session per year.  The next session will be held on September 26th and 27th, so mark your       

calendars and send that Request to Attend Workshop form (on ShareVision) to your manager.  Lots of folks are looking for that     

refresher...so if you are one of them, this includes you as well!  More information will go out in late August for all. 

Some of the learners’ comments from our latest session include: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations to: 

Kim Adam Steve Claringbull 

Teala Lane Michelle Gan 

Gina Marling Fenella Lotzer 

Leona Warick Carol Perry 

Les Pangborne-LaHue Jennifer Harley 

Brianna Otto Derrick Moore 

Jamie Telford  

“...very informative, helps 

me to deepen my              

understanding of ways to 

listen.” 

“…communication charts are 

a fabulous method to          

capture what someone is      

trying to tell us, with their 

words or actions.” 

 

“Ah-ha’s”…I can listen and look 
for what’s being said, behind 
what an answer is…meaning I will 
dig deeper in conversation with a   
person. 

 

“Lots of              

thinking            

going on!”  
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...at Maxey Road Home! 
By: Cindy Griffin, Senior Residence Worker 

By Robert K., Turner Connection Home 

Here at Maxey Road Home, I was able to attend the Inclusion BC 
2019 Conference with Mathew—and Gretchen met us there. It was 
an amazing experience for both of us, and we look forward to going 
again next year!!! 

We have had lots of outings and other things to keep us all very 
busy.  No birthdays celebrated the last little bit, but we have other 
kinds of fun over here!  ☺ 

It is with a heavy heart that we say goodbye to longtime employee, 
Andre Auger.  We hope his new adventures bring him and his      
Missus much joy and happiness!!!   

From May 23 to 25, I had the privilege of attending the 2019 Inclusion BC                
Conference at the Victoria Conference Centre. 

It was 3 days of AMAZING. Thank you NACL, for giving me that opportunity! 

To really impart the information I brought home would take up to much Bulletin 
space, but I invite you all to contact me. 

Some highlights were the incredible keynote speakers:  Dr. Jennifer Charlesworth, BC 
Representative for Children and Youth; Dr. Al Condeluti, inclusion advocate; and Dr. 
Leyton Schnellert, who focuses on supporting teachers and learners to embrace    
student diversity and inclusive education. 

As well, there was a myriad of workshops available including:  The Real Talk              
Initiative—Conversations on Dating, Love, Relationships, and A Sex and Indigenous   
Cultural Competency Introduction. 

But to be honest, what really made the 
conference magical for me was the people 
I met there...all engaged and passionate, 
and working towards a more inclusive 
world! 

- Gretchen Brown, Program Manager 
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By Robert K., Turner Connection Home 

Calling all persons served, families/caregivers, home share providers, former staff who haven’t been         
employed with NACL for over two (2) years, and current members...it’s that time of year again!   

Contact Marlena at (250) 741-0224, ext. 224  or marlena.stewart@nanaimoacl.org for a membership form if you’re interested in joining... 



We’d love to hear from you… 

E-mail your comments to  

Graham Morry, Executive Director: 
 

graham.morry@nanaimoacl.com 

CREATED/EDITED BY:   

Marlena Stewart 

#201—96 Cavan Street 

Nanaimo, BC  V9R 2V1 

www.nanaimoacl.com 

www.facebook.com/nanaimoacl 

(250) 741-0227 

(250) 741-0224 

info@nanaimoacl.com 

We’d like to extend our HAPPIEST BIRTHDAY WISHES to all persons served, employees, and 

home share providers who have celebrated or will be celebrating birthdays since our last      

Bulletin.  There are so many people in our NACL family now, it would take pages to list you all.  

Just know that even though we’re not listing you by name here, you’re all very special to us and 

are very much appreciated – NACL wouldn’t be what it is without each and every one of you!  ☺ 

HELP US GO GREEN!  
Thanks to all of you in our NACL family 

who are currently receiving our What’s            

Happening newsletter by e-mail.   

If you’re currently getting it in paper copy 

and  would like to help us “GO GREEN,” 

please e-mail: 

marlena.stewart@nanaimoacl.com 

@nanaimoacl 

@nanaimoacl 

NACL 

We’ve simplified our social media handles so they’re now all the same 

(nanaimoacl) —that’ll make it easier to find us!  ☺  If you don’t follow us already, 

join us at: 

www.facebook.com/nanaimoacl  
(or look us up by name in the search bar!) 

@nanaimoacl 

@nanaimoacl 


